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Q.1 What is past tense of place?
A. Placed
B. Plased
C. Plasis
D. Placing
Q.2. What is the verb in the following sentence. I set the glass on the table.
A. Glass
B. Set
C. On
D. Table
Q.3. What is the verb? I ran out of the room.
A. I
B. Ran
C. Out
D. Room
E. The
Q.4. What is the helping verb? Sidney has helped stray cats before.
A. Has
B. Cats
C. Helped
D. Before
E. Sidney
Q.5. What does reread mean?
a. read before
b. read again
c. read wrong
d. not read
Q.6. When you do not agree with someone, you
a. disagree.
b. preagree.
c. reagree.
d. unagree.

Q.7. Knowing the meaning of the prefix pre- helps you know that precut means:
a. to cut now
b. someone who cuts
c. to cut before
d. to cut again
Q.8. If you want to say something is not possible, you would say that it is
a. repossible.
b. possibler.
c. impossible.
d. prepossible.
Q.9. When you do not listen to your parents, you
a. obey.
b. disobey.
c. reobey.
d. preobey.
Q.10. Choose the sentence that uses commas correctly.
a. There are five, birds in that tree.
b. My mom likes to read books to my brother and, I.
c. Gorillas eat bugs sometimes, but they usually eat fruit.
Q.11. An exclamatory sentence ends with a period.
a. True
b. False
Q.12. What is the meaning of swimming in this sentence?
We are swimming in the river.
a. swimming is happening now
b. one who swims
c. swimming already happened
d. swimming will happen tomorrow
Q.13. Which sentence is correctly punctuated?
a. What is the month after July, "asked Holly".
b. What is the month after July asked Holly?
c. "What is the month after July?" asked Holly.
d. "What is the month" after July asked Holly?

Q.14. Which word needs to be capitalized?
a. puppy
b. circus
c. delaware
d. jump
Q.15. The pointer aimed in my direction.
What does POINTER mean in this sentence?
a. one who points
b. pointing now
c. pointed in the past
d. in the style of a point
Q.16. What do you need in a complex sentence?
a. subordinating conjunction
b. conjunction
c. run-on
d. fragment
Q.17. What root word is present in the words reread, readable, and reading?
a. re
b. read
c. able
d. ing
Q.18. Which word is the proper noun?
Uncle Dale cooked the fish on the grill.
a. Uncle Dale
b. fish
c. cooked
Q.19. Thomas likes to play basketball, ______________ plays it very well.
a. it
b. they
c. he
d. we
Q.20. What does farmer mean?
a. One farms today
b. One farms yesterday
c. Plowing the field
d. One who farms

